Ifa	GUIDE TO CALCUTTA.
The strips of silver next go to the punching machines
which are ranged round   a large  circle.   Some of the
punching machines  vary from the   standard   by  the
minutest fraction of an inch, and each  strip  of silver
is passed into one or other of these according   to   the
weight of the 'muster' ahoye mentioned, any slight error
in rolling being thus rectified without further trouble.,
In punching, seven per cent, of blanks is obtained from
each strip; the rest goes back as ' scisseP for re-melting.
The blares now pass to the weighing room, where the}'
are subjected to one of the most beautiful  mechanical
processes known to science.   The automatic weighing
machine is too complex an apparatus to be described
here: it will be sufficient to say that  it   weighs  each
coin, and drops it into a standard, a heavy or a light
box working quite automatically   and with mathemati-
cal precision.   So delicate is the   mechanism that   it
can detect a difference of one three hundredth fraction
(»f a grain!   There are 180 grains weight to each rupee,
and a margin of f of a grain is allowed either way in
passing a blank  up to standard  requirements.   Light
blanks are  re-melted, while the heavy ones are passed
through a filing machine which  rubs a few particles
from one of the surfaces of   the   blank and fines it
down to the required weight.
The blanks are then passed through a machine which
gives them the raised edge which may be seen on every
coin.   They are next annealed, to restore them to their
original softness, having become comparatively hard and
brittle by the hammering they have just been subjected
to.   Annealing consists in placing the blanks in iron
vessels* making them red hot, and thereafter plunging
tbem into a bath of sulphuric acid and water which
softens them as well as cleans the surface by removing
the copper oxide  which forms on   the surface during
the process of heating.   When softened and blanched
by this operation, they are ready for the coining depart-
ment where the final   process in   the  manufacture,
namely, milling and giving the impression on the two
faces of the coins, is performed.   Each machine strikes
ICQ coins a minute, and the noise here is deafening.

